Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Entity search is one of the emerging trends in major search engines \[[@CR19], [@CR32]\], and has been powered by large-scale knowledge bases such as DBpedia, Wikidata, and YAGO. A wide variety of entity attributes are stored in knowledge bases and have enabled search engines to support entity search queries such as "european countries" and "movies starring emma watson".

On the other hand, the current entity search systems have not supported various kinds of rankings yet, which can be found on the Web, for example, the most *livable* countries, *innovative* companies, and *high-performance* cameras. If such diverse rankings were integrated into entity search and explained objectively with some evidences, users could be more efficient for accomplishing complex tasks such as decision making, comparison, and planning. For example, a user is planning to visit several European countries and inputs a query "european countries safety" to know how safe each country is. If an entity search engine provided a list of countries ranked by public safety and factors used to determine the ranking (*e.g. *crime rate and police budget), they would be helpful for the user to make his/her travel plan.Fig. 1.(A) Entities $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a_2$$\end{document}$ (GDP). (B) Every entity can be expressed as a point in a two dimensional space by their attribute values in this example. Our goal is to learn a linear function for the labeling criterion $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf{g}}_1$$\end{document}$, is small and training examples are separated well. The weights $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf{w}}_1$$\end{document}$ are expected to be effective for the other cases, since a strong correlation between richness and GDP is suggested by their contexts.

In this paper, we propose a method for learning orders of entities using samples of ordered entities as training data and attributes of entities as features. Entity orders are expressed in several forms on the Web: comparative sentences (*e.g. *"DiCaprio is taller than Pitt"), scores (*e.g. *"\[Camera A\] portrait: 9.2, landscape: 7.5, and sports: 8.5"), and rankings (*e.g. *"1st: Iceland, 2nd: Denmark, and 3rd: Austria"). These expressions can be interpreted with a uniform model, *i.e. *a subset of entity pairs that defines an entity order, and be used as training data to learn entity orders. The learned models can be used not only to rank entities but also to explain rankings by correlated attributes. We assume that entity orders can be represented as a linear function of attributes (denoted by *f*), primarily because of the high explanatory capacity for users. For example, given a list of entities ordered by labeling criterion "safety", (Iceland, Denmark, Austria), and their attributes such as "GDP", "Crime rate", and "Police budget", we learn function *f*(Entity) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A major challenge for this problem is the lack of training data. Many Web sites do not present all the ordered entities (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Moreover, the size of training data might not be sufficiently large for some entity classes, even if all the ordered entities are described (*e.g. *only 50 states in the United States). As the number of attributes should be large enough to explain diverse orders, and can be increased easily with existing techniques \[[@CR11], [@CR28]\], the problem of learning to rank entities can suffer from serious over-fitting problems.

To cope with this essential problem, we propose a learning method referred to as *context-guided learning* (*CGL*). This method uses not only ordered entities but also *contexts of labeling criteria and attributes* to learn the function *f*. A labeling criterion refers to a textual representation to determine labels (or an order in a ranking problem). The context can provide the models with additional information, and guide learning in the correct direction by preventing over-fitting. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates how CGL is applied to a classification problem. (As can be seen later, CGL is first explained for a classification problem and later extended to a ranking problem). Our goal in this example is to learn a linear function for the labeling criterion $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a_1$$\end{document}$ (*i.e. *temperature). CGL, on the other hand, incorporates contexts of the labeling criterion and attributes for making a "rough" prediction of the ideal weights, and expects the weights $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf{g}}_1$$\end{document}$ in (C) of Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Although the prediction based on contexts cannot be always accurate (indeed, the decision boundary of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a_1$$\end{document}$ is not strongly related to the labeling criterion, and guides the learning of the weights $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf{w}}_1$$\end{document}$. Thus, the learning can be successful even if sufficient training data are not available. CGL does not require any annotations for the contexts. Alternatively, CGL learns multiple functions at the same time for learning the relationship between contexts and weights in the function *f*.

To the best of our knowledge, CGL is the first attempt to leverage contexts of labeling criteria and features directly in machine learning (ML) problems. CGL is a general ML method and can be applied not only to ranking problems but also to classification and regression problems as long as relations between labeling criteria and features are described in a particular corpus.

Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows: (1) we introduced the problem of learning to rank entities by using attributes as features, in order to rank entities by various criteria and precisely understand labeling criteria; (2) we proposed CGL, a general ML method using contexts of labeling criteria and features for preventing over-fitting; and (3) we conducted experiments with a wide variety of orders, and demonstrated the effectiveness of CGL in the task of learning to rank entities.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

We review related work on entity ranking and discuss the difference between CGL and existing ML methods, in particular, multi-task learning methods.

Entity Ranking {#Sec3}
--------------

Entity ranking has been addressed in some tracks in INEX and TREC. The INEX Entity Ranking track held two tasks: entity ranking and entity list completion tasks \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\]. The entity ranking task expected systems to return relevant entities in response to a given query, while the entity list completion task expected systems to return entities related to given example entities. The TREC Entity track offered related entity finding tasks, in which systems were expected to find entities related to a given entity, with the type of the target entity and nature of their relation \[[@CR2]--[@CR4]\]. Those tasks only expect that retrieved entities are ordered by the relatedness to given example entities, and do not expect different kinds of orders within related entities.

Apart from the evaluation campaigns, there are some work that addresses learning to rank entities. Kang *et al. *used a ranking algorithm based on a boosted tree model for finding entities related to a given query \[[@CR24]\]. Tran *et al. *proposed a method of ranking entities based on salience and informativeness for timeline summarization of events \[[@CR30]\]. Zhou *et al. *addressed a problem of finding entities that have a specified relation with an input entity \[[@CR34]\]. They trained a ranker for each relation based on training queries and labeled entities by using features derived from search snippets regarding pairs of entities. Although this work and ours use contexts (or search snippets) for learning to rank entities, our rankers are built primarily on attributes of entities and does not use contexts of entity pairs. Jameel *et al. *proposed an entity embedding method for entity retrieval \[[@CR22]\]. Their method is mainly based on the co-occurrence between entities and words, and does not directly model entity attributes.

Some NLP tasks are also related to our task. Iwanari *et al. *tackled a problem of ordering entities in terms of a given adjective by using some evidences extracted from texts \[[@CR20]\]. Their task is similar to ours as both address entity ranking in terms of a particular labeling criterion. While their method uses contexts of labeling criteria and entities, our method uses contexts of labeling criteria and *attributes* of entities.

Multi-task Learning {#Sec4}
-------------------

The important characteristics of CGL are summarized as follows: (1) weights in the function *f* are learned based on labels as well as contexts regarding labeling criteria and features, and (2) multiple functions are learned at the same time to learn the relationship between the contexts and weights in the function *f*. Below, we review several ML methods and discuss their relationship to CGL.

Multi-task learning is an approach to improving learning in each task by learning multiple tasks simultaneously \[[@CR9]\]. CGL is considered as an instance of multi-task learning. Regularized multi-task learning, which was proposed by Evgeniou and Pontil, assumes that weights of multiple tasks are similar \[[@CR15]\]. As explained later, their model is a special case of our model when contexts are all the same. Other models assume that weights are sampled from a common prior \[[@CR10], [@CR27], [@CR33]\]. Argyriou *et al. *used an assumption that weights are represented in a low subspace common to multiple tasks \[[@CR1]\]. In contrast to these methods using an assumption that all the tasks are related, some work selectively decides which tasks are related and are expected to share similar weights  \[[@CR21], [@CR25]\]. Similarly, CGL uses contexts to measure the similarity between tasks implicitly, and tends to estimate similar weights for similar tasks. An interesting difference between CGL and the other multi-task learning methods is that *CGL still works even if any pairs of tasks are not similar*. CGL only requires that some contexts are similar among multiple tasks. Thus, the applicable scope of CGL is not limited to problems targeted by existing multi-task learning methods.

Methodology {#Sec5}
===========

In this section, we first explain the problem of learning to rank entities from samples of ordered entities with attributes. We then introduce CGL, apply it to our problem, and explain some approaches to modeling contexts for CGL.

Problem Definition {#Sec6}
------------------

Letting *E* be a set of entities of a particular class, we define an entity order as a total order on *E*, denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$l_k =$$\end{document}$ "safety".

Our principal purpose is to learn a linear function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As we explained earlier, the key challenge of this problem is lack of training data: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M=137$$\end{document}$ for cities in our experiments. Ranked lists of ten or fewer entities can provide only at most 45 entity pairs as training data, which are not considered as sufficiently large for learning. Moreover, *M* must be as large as possible for modeling a wide range of orders. Thus, some approaches are necessary for preventing the over-fitting problem caused by lack of training data.

The key idea in our work is to use data other than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf{w}}_{k}$$\end{document}$ effectively. One of the unique characteristics or assumptions in our problem is that textual representations for labeling criteria and attributes are available. Therefore, given a labeling criterion, it is possible to estimate a roughly appropriate weight for each attribute by leveraging the contexts regarding relations between the labeling criterion and attribute. This idea is instantiated as CGL, which is explained in the next subsection.

Context-Guided Learning {#Sec7}
-----------------------

We introduce CGL, our proposed learning method that leverages contexts of labeling criteria and features. We begin with CGL for classification problems and then extend it to be used for ranking problems.
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We propose to learn the linear function using a regularization approach similar to support vector machines (SVMs) and the regularized multi-task learning \[[@CR15]\]. The optimization problem is shown below:
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### Proof {#FPar4}
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Since Problem [2](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"} is the standard SVM problem, we can use the standard SVM dual problem for solving Problem [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}. Furthermore, we can use an important characteristic of SVMs: *i.e. *non-linear functions can be used by means of kernels. While the linear function for classification (*i.e. * $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Context-Guided Learning for Ranking {#Sec8}
-----------------------------------

We extend CGL to the ranking problem and explain how it can be applied to the problem of ranking entities.
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It is clear that the ranking problem can be reduced to the classification problem if we redefine $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We can apply CGL for ranking to the problem in *Problem Definition* section by using vectors of entity pairs in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Context Models {#Sec9}
--------------

Having described the learning method for the problem of ranking entities, we explain the context models used in the learning. Contexts can be a set of sentences or a set of documents regarding a labeling criterion and a feature. In this work, we describe methods of modeling contexts by using sentences retrieved from Web search results.
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We use two basic methods for modeling sentences. One is a vector representation based on the TF-IDF weighting, and the other is a distributional representation of sentences \[[@CR26]\]. The vector representation based on the TF-IDF weighting is sparse, and not sensitive to the order of words, but it can represent exact words appearing in the context. In contrast, the distributed representation of sentences is dense, and sensitive to the word order, but it might not retain the exact words appearing in the context.

Experiments {#Sec10}
===========

This section explains data used in the experiment, describes experimental settings, and shows the experimental results.

Data {#Sec11}
----

Since there is no publicly available dataset for our task, we first explain our development of a dataset and its statistics.

Various kinds of entity orders in three datasets were mined from the Web and from magazines both automatically and manually. The three datasets include *City* (more specifically, Japanese prefectures), *Country*, and *Camera* entities, respectively. These classes were selected primarily for the following reasons: (1) availability of a wide range of entity orders, (2) availability of attributes, and (3) diversity of statistics. The language scope of our dataset was Japanese, as we used a Japanese crowd-sourcing service in the evaluation. Entity names and attribute names were Japanese and translated into English for this paper.

Entity orders were mined from Web pages for *City* and *Country* datasets, and from ten Japanese camera magazines for *Camera* dataset. The retrieved ranked lists were converted into a set of pairs for each entity orders. We excluded entity sets including less than five entities.

Attributes for *City* and *Country* datasets were mined from tables in Web documents. We chose *Web tables* as a resource for obtaining attributes because (1) the extraction method can be accurate and language-independent, and (2) standardization of numerical values was not necessary as units of numerical values are usually consistent within a table. Attributes for *Camera* dataset were scraped from Web pages of a Japanese Web site, Kakaku.com[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"}, which provides prices and specifications of products. All the numerical values for each attribute were normalized into \[0, 1\].Table 1.Statistics of the datasets and examples of entities, orders, and attributes.CityCountryCamera\# Entities47138149\# Orders644054\# Entities/Order13.317.714.4\# Attributes1378316Entity examplesTokyoDenmarkEOS 5DSKyotoIcelandNikon D3300Attribute examplesPopulation\# TouristsResolutionCrime rate\# SuicidesWeightOrder examplesAttractiveLivablePortableRichHappyTough Table 2.Accuracy in the three datasets (±SEM).AccuracyCityCountryCameraTotalRankNet \[[@CR5]\]0.4820.4780.5300.497(0.023)(0.025)(0.030)(0.015)RankBoost \[[@CR16]\]0.5130.6360.5520.557(0.028)(0.024)(0.036)(0.018)LinearFeature \[[@CR29]\]0.5660.6700.6140.609(0.019)(0.024)(0.034)(0.015)LambdaMART \[[@CR31]\]0.6140.6590.6970.654(0.021)(0.019)(0.024)(0.013)ListNet \[[@CR7]\]0.5590.5180.5040.530(0.020)(0.022)(0.031)(0.014)**CGL** (TF-IDF, Linear)**0.661**0.716**0.8230.730**(0.017)(0.022)(0.019)(0.012)**CGL** (TF-IDF, RBF)**0.661**0.7250.7990.724(0.019)(0.021)(0.019)(0.012)**CGL** (Distributed, Linear)0.6460.7010.7980.712(0.020)(0.023)(0.021)(0.013)**CGL** (Distributed, RBF)**0.6610.731**0.8040.728(0.018)(0.022)(0.021)(0.013)

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows statistics and examples of entities, orders, and attributes. There are 158 entity orders in total. For most of the orders, we could not find all of the entities in a class in a ranking on the Web. There were many Web pages presenting the top three or ten entities for an order. Thus, the average number of entities per order is much less than the total number of entities.

Experimental Settings {#Sec12}
---------------------

We selected as baseline methods for this experiment some existing ranking methods that do not use contexts: (1) **RankNet** \[[@CR5]\]: a pairwise ranking method that uses a neural network model and optimizes the cross entropy loss, (2) **RankBoost** \[[@CR16]\]: application of AdaBoost \[[@CR17]\] to pairwise preferences, (3) **LinearFeature** \[[@CR29]\]: a linear feature-based model optimized by coordinate ascent, (4) **LambdaMART** \[[@CR31]\]: a combination of the ranking model, LambdaRank \[[@CR6]\], and the boosted tree model, MART \[[@CR18]\], and (5) **ListNet** \[[@CR7]\]: a listwise ranking method using a neural network model. We used these methods implemented in RankLib[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"}. We used normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG\@10) \[[@CR23]\] as an evaluation metric to be optimized for some methods.

We conducted experiments using the developed dataset in the following settings. For each set of ordered entities $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$E_\mathrm{train}$$\end{document}$ *of the same dataset* to determine the best parameters for each method.

We configured CGL with the following settings. Two context models were used: **TF-IDF** and **Distributed** (distributed representation with 400 dimensional vectors). Parameters *c* and *C* were determined using the cross validation explained above. A linear kernel (**Linear**) and an RBF kernel (**RBF**) were used for the kernel in CGL.

Experimental Results {#Sec13}
--------------------

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows the accuracy in the three datasets with the standard error of the mean (SEM). CGL in any settings were better than any of the baseline methods. Among the CGL-based methods, the best method was CGL (TF-IDF, Linear), followed by CGL (Distributed, RBF). The total improvement over the best baseline method, LambdaMart, was 11.6%. According to a randomized Tukey HSD test \[[@CR8]\][4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"} ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha = 0.01$$\end{document}$), the differences between CGL (TF-IDF, Linear) and all the baseline methods were found to be statistically significant, while there was no statistically significant difference across methods based on CGL.

CGL (TF-IDF, Linear) achieved 8%, 11%, and 18% improvements over LambdaMART for *City*, *Country*, and *Camera*, respectively. We hypothesize that the quality and amount of contexts are the main factors that determine the effectiveness of CGL, based on the observation that the number of sentences used for modeling contexts per attribute was 36.0, 45.7, and 137 for *City*, *Country*, and *Camera*, respectively.Fig. 2.Distribution of rates for five attributes with the highest absolute weights. Table 3.Examples of linear functions learned by CGL, in which three attributes for the highest absolute weights are shown.ClassLearned linear modelCityAttractiveness $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We also conducted evaluation of the attributes used in the learned functions. Five attributes with the highest absolute weights for each entity order were pooled, and then presented to users in a Japanese crowd-sourcing service, Lancers[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"}. In this evaluation, we aimed to understand to what extent the learned attributes could explain the orders. The instruction was as follows: "If you agree that there is a correlation between \<labeling criterion\> and \<attribute\>, please assign a score $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of rates for five attributes with the highest absolute weights. The average rates of CGL were $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$+0.516$$\end{document}$ for *City*, *Country*, and *Camera* datasets, respectively. These average rates show a high correlation with the accuracy of the models. Even though CGL could find more reasonable attributes in all of the classes than LinearFeature, their differences were small for those datasets. The average rates for *City* and *Country* datasets were negative indicating low explainability of the attributes. This is partially because some attributes only correlate to a particular labeling criterion, but were not considered as causes for increasing the criterion. Although CGL could learn a more accurate model than the baseline methods, it is still challenging to find *highly explanatory* attributes for a given label criterion.

Finally, we show some examples of linear functions learned by CGL in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. Most of the attributes seem explainable and can possibly affect the entity order. While the others do not seem explanatory for the labeling criteria (*e.g. *"population/family" for "attractiveness" and "highest temperature" for "avg. savings"), they correlate well to the labeling criteria in our dataset, and are examples of attributes that were considered unreasonable in the subjective evaluation, but highly contributed to the prediction.

Conclusions {#Sec14}
===========

In this paper, we addressed the problem of learning orders of entities, by using partially observed orders as training data and attributes of entities as features. We proposed a learning method called context-guided learning (CGL) to avoid the over-fitting problem caused by lack of training data, and demonstrated the effectiveness of CGL for 158 orders in three datasets. Our future work includes theoretical analysis of CGL, application of CGL to the other problems (*e.g. *a fact verification task), exploration of better context models, and improvement of the efficiency of CGL for a large amount of data.

*Graph of a function*, a subset of the Cartesian product of two sets defining an order.
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